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Let R be a normal noetherian domain and let I be an ideal whose 
associated graded ring gr,(R) is reduced. Barshay [2] showed that under 
these conditions the Rees-algebra S = R [It] = R 0 It 0 IZt2 @ ..a E R [t] is 
normal. A much simpler proof was given later by Huneke [ 111: Let 
P= R[It, t-‘] be the extended Rees-algebra, then Pt-, E R[t, t-‘1 is normal 
and P/tP E gr,(R) is reduced. It follows that P itself is normal. This implies 
easily the normality of S as well. 
We are interested in the class group Cl(S) of S. To obtain a neat result we 
strengthen our hypothesis and assume that gr,(R) is a domain. Hochster [6] 
showed in this case that P is factorial if R is so. The only tool needed to 
prove this is the following elementary but powerful theorem of Nagata. 
THEOREM [5, Sect. 7). Let T be a multiplicatively closed set of a normal 
domain R. Then there exists an exact sequence of groups 
O-VG+C~(R)+C~(T-~R)+O, 
where G is the subgroup of Cl(R) generated by the classes of height 1 prime 
ideals which contain elements of T. In particular if T is generated by prime 
elements then Cl(R) N CI(T-‘R). 
As it turns out our result on the divisor class group of S and its proof are 
completely different in the cases height I = 1, and height I > 1. In the first 
case we need the following recent result of Costa, Gallardo, and Querri. 
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THEOREM [4]. Let R be a Krull domain which has infinitely many height 
one prime ideals. Then any ideal I of height at least two in the polynomial 
ring R [X] contains a prime element. 
This theorem allows us to always assume that in our normal noetherian 
domain R all the ideals of height at least two contain prime elements. If not, 
we may pass to R[X] and S[X] as well. 
We will also compute the canonical class [us] of the Rees-algebra, 
whenever it is defined. (In this paper we denote by [I] the ideal class of the 
divisorial ideal I of R) 
Suppose S is any normal domain, and M a finitely generated S-module of 
rank r. We define det M: = [(A’M)* *I. It is easy to see that det is an 
additive function on finite complexes that are split exact at all height one 
prime ideals of S. 
From this fact we deduce a device to compute the canonical class. 
LEMMA. Suppose the normal domain S has a presentation S 21 R/J, 
where R is a local Gorenstein ring. Suppose Jr is generated by a regular 
sequence for all P E? J, and height P < height J + 1, then [os] = -det J/J2 
For the proof we choose a set of generators x = x, ,..., x, of J, and denote 
by Hi the ith homology of the Koszul complex K. = K.(x; R). Let 6 = 
n-height J, then os N H,. Therefore [os] = [H,] = det Hf = det H,. (Hf is 
the submodule of H, generated by the products a, a, . . . a6, a, E H, .) The 
lemma follows if we apply det to the natural complex 0 + H, + K, @ 
S+J/J’+O. 
THEOREM. Let I be an ideal of height g in a normal noetherian domain. 
Assume that the associated graded ring gr,(R) of I is a domain. Then for the 
class group Cl(S) of the Rees-algebra S = R [It] we have: 
(a) If g = 1, then the extension R + S is PDE (see [5,p. 301) and 
induces an isomorphism Cl(R) + Cl(S). 
(b) If g > 2, then there is an exact sequence 
O-127. [L!+Cl(S)+Cl(R)+O, 
and [IS] has infmite order, i.e., Z . [IS] z Z. This sequence splits tf either R 
is factorial or I is generically a complete intersection. Hence in these cases 
Cl(S) N Cl(R) @ Z . [IS]. 
(c) Suppose R is an epimorphic image of a regular local ring (in 
which case wR and ws exist). For g > 2, we assume in addition, that R is 
factorial or I is generically a complete intersection. Then 
[%I = [%I - (g - 2) * [W 
In this formula [We] denotes the class of wR in R. 
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(d) If R is a local Gorenstein ring, and I is generically a complete 
intersection, then ws 2: (1, t)“- ‘. In particular for g = 1, one has ~0s E S, , 
since S, = (1, t)-‘. 
ProoJ (a) Since gr,(R) is a domain, we have I(“) = I” for all n. It follows 
that all the powers of Z are divisorial ideals and hence reflexive. Then the 
extension satisfies PDE, by [5, Proposition 12.71. 
Nagata’s theorem yields a commutative diagram 
Cl(R) + Cl(S) 
‘I Ii 
CI(T-‘R) -+ Cl@- ‘S) 
Using the theorem of Costa, Gallardo, and Querre, we may assume that R is 
a Dedekind domain. Now I is a projective R-module. Then for all n one 
obtains isomorphisms Sym,(l) -+ I”. The conclusion follows from [5, 
Theorem 10.111. 
(b) We want to pick a prime element x E 1\1*. In the polynomial ring 
R[X] this is possible by picking a regular sequence a, b in I\I’ and 
considering x = a + bX. As we always may pass from R to R [Xl, we may 
assume that such a prime element x E Z\1* exists. 
As before let P = R [It, t-‘1 be the extended Rees-algebra. Note that x is a 
prime element of PXt. Indeed PXl/xPXI = PJ-‘PXt = (P/t-‘P),, 1: gr,(R),,. 
Now (PJ, N P, N R,[ t, t-i]. Hence, since x is a prime element of R as well, 
Nagata’s theorem yields Cl(P,,) N Cl(P,) 1: Cl(R). Next observe that 
(1) (x, xt) n s, = (xt); (2) (x, xt) is a prime ideal. 
Part (1) is easy, and Part (2) has been shown by Huneke and Ulrich in 
[ 12, Lemma 5.111. (For (2) it is needed that x 6? I’.) Using (1) and (2) it 
follows from Nagata’s theorem that the kernel of the canonical epimorphism 
Cl(S) -+ Cl(S,,) 1: Cl(R) is generated by [(x, xt)] and [S,]. Since [IS] = 
[S,] = - [(x,xt)], we obtain the asserted exact sequence. 
Clearly S: = S, (n) for all n. Hence S: is divisorial for all n. Since S: is 
never principal it follows that [IS] = [S, ] has infinite order. We now 
assume that Z is generically a complete intersection. Let T = R\I, then T-‘R 
is a regular local ring with maximal ideal M = IT-‘R. Let S’ = T-‘R [MT]. 
We know already that Cl(S’) = L . [IS’]. Since the natural surjection 
E: Cl(S) + Cl(S’) = L . [IS’] maps [IS] onto [IS’], this surjection defines a 
section of the inclusion P . [IS] 4 Cl(S). 
(c) We first treat the case g = 1. Here we have to show that [ws] = 
[w, S] + [S, 1. Note that in the theorem we consider [wR] as an element of 
Cl(R). If we apply the isomorphism Cl(R)+ Cl(S) to [wR] we obtain 
[wR S]-the class taken in S. 
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To prove the above identity we choose a presentation 4: A -+ R, where A is 
a regular local ring. Let I= (xi ,..., x,), and define @: A[e, ,..., e,] + S by 
@/A = $, @(ei) = x,t (i = l,..., n). Let J, = (Ker 4) A[e, ,..., e,], J, = Ker @. 
Identifying A[e, ,..., e,]/JIA[e, ,..., e,] with R[e, ,..., e,] we obtain an 
epimorphism R [e, ,..., e,] -+ S, whose kernel we denote by J,. The ideals Ji 
give rise to a complex of S-modules 0 + J, /J: 0 S --f J,/J: -+ J,/J: -+ 0. This 
sequence is split exact at prime ideals P E Spec S of height one. Applying 
the lemma we obtain det J,/Js = - [os] + [wRS]. We now define the 
followng complex 0 + J,/J: -a @l= i Sfi -+’ S, + 0. p is the obvious 
surjection, and a is defined as follows: 
If h E J3, h = Cyzl hiei, then a(h + J:) = Cy=i (hi + J3)f;:. Again this 
complex is split exact at all prime ideals P E Spec S of height one. It follows 
that det J,/J: = -det S + = - [S, 1. Thus the proof of (c) is completed in the 
case g= 1. 
We now assume g > 2. Then [os] can be written uniquely as an element 
of Cl(R) plus a multiple of [IS]. To find its component in Cl(R) we only 
have to consider the image of [ws] under the epimorphism 
Cl(S) -, Cl(S,,) N Cl(R), as defined in the proof of (b). This image is clearly 
[wR]. To determine the multiple of [IS] that appears in the presentation of 
[os], it suffices to show that [us,] = - (g - 2)[MS’], where S’ = T-‘S 
with T = R\I. We observed already in the proof of (b) that S’ = R’ [Mt] is 
the Rees-algebra of the maximal ideal M = (xi,..., xs) of the regular ring 
R’ = T-‘R. For the ring S’ one has the presentation S’ = R’[e, ,..., e,]/J, 
where J is the ideal of 2 x 2-minors of the matrix 
(::::::: 2) * 
We use a result of Bruns [3] and obtain [ws,] = (g- 2)[(x,, x,t)] = 
-(g-2)[S\]=-(g-2)[ZS’]. 
(d) Because of (c) we only need to show that (1, t)g-2 is a divisorial 
ideal. This is clear for g = 1. If g > 2, we know from the proof of (b) that 
P = (x, xt) is a prime ideal, where x E I\I’ is a prime element. We claim that 
P” = PC”). Since P is an almost complete intersection, by [ 11, Theorem 3.11 
we only need to check that for all prime ideals Q of height = height P + 1, 
P, is a complete intersection. Let q = Q n R; if Zti q, done-thus assume 
I c q. Note that IC ti Q as otherwise height Q > height@, It) > 3 (since height 
I > 2). Thus there is yt @ Q so that x = y(vt)-’ xt and P, is principal. Our 
assertion follows since now (1, t)g-2 is isomorphic to Pcgp2), which is 
divisorial. 
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COMMENTS AND COMPLEMENTS 
(1) A special case of (b) has been proved by Avramov [ 1, 
Proposition 111 for ideals of height 2. 
(21 In (4 ad (4 we must assume R to be local, since otherwise the 
canonical class is only determined up to elements of the Picard-group. 
(3) It can be shown by examples that ~~(1, t)g-2 is in general not 
divisorial. Hence if R is not Gorenstein, one only has ws N 
((w,(l, t)“-‘)-‘)-I. 
(4) In [9,2.1] Huneke gives necessary and sufficient conditions for 
gr,(R) to be a domain in terms of the analytic spread of I. Here is a 
condition that can be derived from [7, Theorems 9.1, 9.2; and 8, Sect. 61: 
Suppose Z is a prime ideal in the Cohen-Macaulay ring R. Denote by 
ZZ.(Z; R) the Koszul-homology of a set of generators x =x, ,..., x, of I. If 
depth H,(Z; R) > dim R - n + i for all i > 0, and if v(Zp) < height P - 1 for 
all prime ideals P$Z, then gr,(R) is a domain. The first condition is always 
satisfied if Z is in the linkage class of a complete intersection. In fact, Huneke 
showed [ 10, Theorem 1.141 that for such ideals the Koszul homology is even 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
(5) Suppose S is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and g > 2. It follows from (c) 
that S is a Gorenstein ring if and only if R is a Gorenstein ring and g = 2. 
This result has been first obtained by Rossi [13], (see also [8, 
Corollary 6.71). For g = 1, the situation is different. S is a Gorenstein ring if 
and only if wR N I-‘. 
(6) It is of interest to know when the divisor class group of a ring is 
generated by its canonical class. For the Rees-algebra S we obtain, under the 
assumptions of the theorem: 
If g > 2, the following are equivalent: 
(a) Cl(S) N Z . [I+]; 
(b) R is Gorenstein and g = 3. 
Here we recover the example [ 12, Theorem 513(a)] of Huneke and 
Ulrich. 
If g = 1, the following are equivalent: 
(a) Cl(S) ‘Y h a [ws]; 
(b) Cl(R) is generated by [as] and [I], and there is some a E Z such 
that (1 - a)[~,] = a[Z]. 
(7) The theorem can be generalized to Veronese subrings Scd’ = 
0 kh,,Zdktdk of S. Of course, if S is normal then Std’ is normal as well. The 
statements of (a) and (b) remain correct if one replaces there S by Sd’. As 
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for the canonical class [oscdj] we obtain (under the same assumption as in 
(c)) the following result: [LOO] = [wR] + (d-g + l)[IS’d’]. 
In fact, if g = 1, our proof in (c) shows that [ws] = [~l)~] + [S’$‘]. The 
result follows since [Sy’] = d[lS’d’]. If g > 2, then, as in the proof of (c), it 
suffices to show that [wscIj] = (d-g + l)[IS’d’] if S = R[It], R is regular of 
dimension g > 2 and I is the maximal ideal of R. After a suitable choice of 
WS(d) One has (1, t)g-2 S = HOlTl,,d,(S, WS(d,) = @;I; HOITl,,,,(S,S’d’, ws,,,). 
Corresponding to the decomposition of the right hand side one has the 
decomposition of (1, t)g-2 S as a direct sum of S’d’-modules: (1, t)g-2 S = 
@ ;I; (1, t)g-2 S n t’R[t] (d) A comparison of this decompositions hows . 
that OS,,,) = (1,t)g-2Snfd-2R[t](d). Since (1,t)g-2=R@Rt@..*@ 
RP2 0 Itg-’ @ 12tg @ .a. one easily derives the desired identity. 
(8) Suppose we are in the situation of the theorem. We may con- 
sider the iterated Rees-algebras S(0) : = S = R [It], and S(k) : = 
S(k - l)[S(k - l), fk] for k > 1. All the algebras S(k) are normal and 
Cohen-Macaulay if S is Cohen-Macaulay. Assuming this we may compute 
their canonical class: [mSckj I= [m,tl + (k-g + WW)l. 
For the Veronese subrings of S(1) we obtain [w,,,,(d)] = [oR] + 
(d - g + 2)[ZS( l)‘d’]. H ence S(k) is Gorenstein if and only if R is 
Gorenstein and k = g - 2, and S(l)‘d’ is Gorenstein if and only if R is 
Gorenstein and d = g - 2. 
(9) Hochster first showed [6] that gr,(R) is a Gorenstein ring if R is 
factorial, an epimorphic image of a regular ring, and gr,(R) is a domain. It is 
a result of Huneke that, under the assumptions of the theorem, gr,(R) is 
quasi-Gorenstein if R is so. Using different methods we give here a short 
proof of this fact: Let G = gr,(R), and dualize the exact sequence 0 -+ IS + 
S --+ G + 0 with respect to os. One obtains the exact sequence 0 + ws --t 
Horn&S, os) + wG + 0. It follows from (d) that wG N (1, L)~-‘/( 1, I)~-~, 
and hence wG is cyclic. 
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